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Beginning Manuscript Pre-writing

Welcome aboard!  I am one of the sailors 
that will guide you on your writing journey.  
For each letter, read the words and try 
the letter up in the air.  Practice the 
movements: up and down, forward slant, 
backward slant, and curves.  Have fun and 
write well!
 Bonita

boat sailor fish

Extension Activity:  Have the children mold, roll, pinch and pull play dough by having their palms facing each 
other and encourage them to use their fingers.

Name:  ____________________________

Draw the words in the boxes below.
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l

Extension Activity:  Take two, flavored gelatine mixes of different colors.  Empty each package of gelatine in a 
bowl and add just enough water to wet the powder, but not enough to dissolve it.  Try to make it into a gel.  Allow 
the children to finger paint with one color at a time.  The room will smell nice and no worries about licking fingers.

lily lion ladybug

l l
Start at the tip of the sail, go down 
and at the edge of the water, curl up 
a little bit.  Don’t pass the water line.
 Issa

Draw these l words in the boxes below.

l l

Name: ____________________________

Beginning Manuscript Lowercase l
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